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Studies of Portuguese phonetics and phonology indicate that
fricatives are central to some interesting features of the language, yet
studies of Portuguese fricatives have been few and limited. In this
study, Portuguese fricatives were analyzed in ways designed to
enhance our description of the language and to increase our
understanding of the production of fricatives. Corpora of Portuguese
words containing /f, v, s, z, P, W/, nonsense words of the pattern
=V1FV2= that follow Portuguese phonological rules, and sustained
fricatives were recorded by four native speakers of European
Portuguese (two men, two women). Results of analysis show that
more than half of the voiced fricatives devoice; devoicing occurs more
often in word-final fricatives. Averaged power spectra were computed
for all fricatives and parameterized in order to aid comparisons
across speaker and across corpus, and to gain insight into the
production mechanisms underlying the language-specific variations.
Substantial differences were found between spectra of voiced and
unvoiced, same-place fricatives. The parameters spectral slope,
frequency of maximum amplitude, and dynamic amplitude, derived
from previous studies, behaved as predicted for changes in effort
level, voicing, and location within the fricative. Changes in syllable
stress, however, did not affect the fricatives in a manner consistent
with effort level variation. Some combinations were also useful for
separating the fricatives by place or by sibilance.

r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There have been many studies of the phonetics and phonology of Portuguese, which
have shown some interesting features of the language; it is unusually rich in
instances of vowel reduction (Andrade, 1995), consonant clusters (Martins,
Harmegnies & Poch, 1995), and plosives that are realized as fricatives (Viana,
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1984). The study of Portuguese fricative consonants constitutes a challenging and
complex research area, which is as yet incompletely explored (Lacerda, 1982). This is
in part due to the lack of specific speech corpora that reflect the variety of phonetic
contexts in which these speech sounds occur, and the large number of variations in
fluent Portuguese speech.
In this paper, we present a study of the acoustic properties of Portuguese

fricatives, based on a large corpus that includes nonsense and real words, and
sustained fricatives. The multiple comparisons possible in such a study, across
speakers, corpora, place, vowel context, syllable stress, time within fricative, etc.,
demanded a systematic approach, because our interest is primarily in the production
mechanisms of the fricatives and the language-specific variation of these mechan-
isms. We parameterized the fricative spectra using parameters developed in previous
studies: spectral slope, frequency of maximum amplitude, and dynamic amplitude.
These are related to the underlying aeroacoustic mechanisms and allow for more
effective comparisons of the far-field acoustic spectra.
While our long-range goal is improved synthesis of Portuguese, the analysis

methods described in this paper are more closely related to other goals that have
long proven difficult for fricatives. Distinguishing fricatives in spite of changes
caused by context effects is the fundamental task of speech recognition. Identifying
differences in production when the intended fricative is known is needed for studies
of disordered speech, and changes in speech over time, e.g., after a cochlear implant.
Both of these applications require some knowledge of the distinguishing acoustic
characteristics of fricatives that hold across speaker, context, and speaking style.
We consider previous studies of distinguishing characteristics of fricatives below,
grouped by type of parameter. Locus equations have been used by many authors.
The method consists of finding the slope and the intercept of a line between
the same acoustic feature in a vowel and an adjoining consonant. For instance,
Sussman (1994) used F2ðonsetÞ ¼ kF2ðvowelÞ þ c on both stops and fricatives.
The corpus consisted of a small number of nonsense words produced by four
speakers of American English. k and c could be used to distinguish stops, but did
not distinguish fricatives well. Jongman, Wayland & Wong (2000) also studied
locus equations as cues to place of articulation. The corpus consisted of nonsense
words produced by 20 speakers of American English. The slope of locus equations
could be used to differentiate labiodentals from the other three places of
articulation.
Forrest, Weismer, Milenkovic & Dougall (1988) used spectral moments to

characterize normal speech with the intent of using them on disordered speech. In
this method, the spectral envelope was treated as a probability density function and
the first four moments of that function (the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis)
were found and used in a cluster analysis. Results showed that spectral moments
worked well to classify stops but could not distinguish all fricatives. However, the
authors used a very limited corpus: only five words contained fricatives. They were
produced by 10 speakers of American English.
Shadle & Mair (1996) used spectral moments, as in Forrest et al. (1988), on a

large fricative corpus recorded by one American English and one French native
speaker. These researchers examined multiple tokens, varying effort levels, different
vowel contexts, and three different locations within a fricative. They showed that the
moments that Forrest et al. (1988) found to be the most useful for distinguishing
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fricatives (especially skewness) were not so useful with their data; the differences
across context within place were typically much greater than the differences across
place. Jongman et al. (2000) seemingly contradicted this finding in their study using
20 American speakers, and six vowel contexts for each fricative. ANOVAs showed
that spectral skewness differed significantly by place for all four places, and the
other moments were significantly different for two or three place-groups. For these
studies, all subjects, voicing, vowel contexts, and location within fricative were
lumped together. The implication then is that the distributions for each place
overlapped substantially, and classification based on these measures would likely
have a high failure rate. Very little information is given about the effect of voicing,
vowel context, etc., on the values of each moment.
Wilde (1995) studied acoustic cues (place and voiced/voiceless categorization) in

fricative–vowel boundaries and assessed perceptual importance of various time- and
frequency-domain parameters via synthesis. She used nonsense words produced by
four speakers of American English. She concluded that temporal and spectral
characteristics of voiceless fricatives are more dependent on vowel context than
those of voiced fricatives, and what she referred to as ‘‘formant onset time of
fricatives’’ provides important place information. She also showed that the
amplitudes of fricative noise in restricted frequency regions can distinguish sibilants1

from nonsibilants.
Funatsu (1995), in a cross-language study of Japanese and Russian fricatives in

nonsense words, measured two spectral parameters: the frequency of the most
prominent fricative peak ðFF Þ and the onset frequency of the second formant
transition of the following vowel ðFV Þ; both measured over a 0–10 kHz range.
Within each language /s, P/ could be distinguished using FF (for Russian) or FF and
FV (for Japanese). However, the parameter values varied with vowel context and the
nature of this variation was language-dependent.
Shadle & Mair (1996) defined two parameters, dynamic amplitude and spectral

slope, which will be discussed in more detail later. These did not distinguish the
fricatives completely but did vary with source location and effort level as predicted.
Evers, Reetz & Lahiri (1998) tried to distinguish and characterize the fricatives

/s, P/ produced by two speakers each of English, Bengali and Dutch (12 real words).
They used power spectra computed from a single 40ms window placed mid-fricative,
and calculated the slopes of linear regression lines fit to spectra from 0 to 2.5 kHz
ðSaÞ and from 2.5 to 8 kHz ðSbÞ. Their results showed that it was possible to
separate /s/ from /P/ by using the difference in slope below and above 2.5 kHz, i.e.,
ðSa � SbÞP4ðSa � SbÞs. The slope difference was successful in categorizing the two
sibilants within a range of 7–15 dB/kHz across the three languages. Results also
showed that there is no vowel influence in the discrimination, and that there is a
variation between speakers.
Choo & Huckvale (1997; Choo, 1999) studied the correlations between perceptual

and physical spaces of voiceless English fricatives using a multidimensional scaling
technique. Results from perceptual tests suggested that a two-dimensional solution
was the most appropriate to model the data. Dimension 1, shown to be related to
1Sibilant F a fricative sound made by producing a narrow, groove-like stricture between the blade of
the tongue and the back part of the alveolar ridge (Crystal, 1997); /s, z/ and /P, W/ are examples. This is a
phonetic classification based on the manner of articulation.
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the ‘‘peakiness’’ of spectra (the difference between maximum amplitude and mean
amplitude), clearly separated the sibilants from nonsibilants. Dimension 2, related to
the center of gravity of the spectra, separated fricatives according to their place of
articulation. These representations were constructed from both perceptual similarity
judgments and a Euclidean spectral distance metric obtained from 1/3-octave
bandpass filtering.
Jongman et al. (2000) studied noise duration, noise amplitude, and the frequency

of the highest amplitude spectral peak, as cues to place of articulation. Spectral peak
location decreased in frequency as place of articulation moved posteriorly. The
amplitude of the highest amplitude spectral peak differed significantly for all four
places of articulation, for values computed across speakers, voicing and vowel
context. Voiced fricatives had smaller amplitude relative to the vowel preceding
them than unvoiced fricatives, with a larger difference between voiced and unvoiced
for nonsibilants than for sibilants. Noise duration differed significantly for sibilants
and nonsibilants.
Parameters similar to those used by Shadle & Mair (1996), and a parameter

similar to Sa used by Evers et al. (1998), were used in this study in order to
compare fricatives across-speaker, relate the more controlled productions (sustained
and nonsense words) to those of real words, and gain insight into the production
mechanisms underlying the variations specific to Portuguese. In the process, we have
not only enhanced our understanding of Portuguese fricatives, but have contributed
to the methodology for studying fricatives of any language.

2. Corpus

2.1. Design

A rich variety of phonetic contexts using both real Portuguese words and nonsense
words was selected to study the most relevant phoneme variants, and fully describe
the spectral and articulatory characteristics of Portuguese fricative consonants. The
corpora also included sustained fricatives, which are better controlled and easier to
analyze than those occurring in words.
To produce examples that would be possible words in Portuguese, the nonsense

words all followed these generally accepted (for European Portuguese) language-
specific phonological rules (Mateus & Andrade, 2000, p. 11):

1. vowels /P/ and /u/ can occur in the tonic syllable;2

2. vowels /X/, /P/ and /u/ can occur before and after the tonic syllable;
3. the fricatives /f, v, s, z, P, W/ can all occur in initial and medial positions;
4. /P/ is the only fricative that can occur in word-final position.

Some of the nonsense words had unambiguous stress patterns due to the two vowels
chosen (/pPFX, puFX/ ¼ syllable 1 stressed; /pXFP, pXFu/ ¼ syllable 2 stressed). In
ambiguous cases (where V1 ¼ V2 ¼ /X/,and where neither V1 nor V2 ¼ /X/), the stress
was marked for subjects 2–4 according to that used by subject 1 (LMTJ).
2Tonic syllable-syllable which carries maximal prominence, usually owing to a major pitch change
(Crystal, 1997).
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In addition to these constraints, the corpora were designed to be compatible where
possible with the fricative corpora recorded for English, American, French and
German subjects (Shadle, 1992; Shadle & Carter, 1993) to facilitate comparisons.

2.2. Corpus 1: Sustained fricatives

Corpus 1a consisted of a set of VCV sequences, where V belongs to the reduced set
of Portuguese vowels /X, P, u/, and C is one of the Portuguese fricative consonants
/f, v, s, z, P, W/ sustained for 5 s. As shown by Shadle, Mair & Carter (1996), the
vowel context, even for sustained examples, influences the articulatory and spectral
characteristics of fricatives. The vocalic contexts of Corpus 1a overlap with those of
Corpus 3 (set of Portuguese words), which facilitated comparison.
A separate set of Portuguese fricative consonants, sustained for 3 s, at medium,

soft and loud effort levels, was also recorded (and is called Corpus 1b). Ideally, we
would like the articulation to be held constant, and only the flow velocity through
the constriction to be varied. We attempted to elicit this by asking for a variation in
effort level.

2.3. Corpus 2: Nonsense words

Corpus 2 consisted of =pV1CV2= nonsense words, where V1; V2 were one of the
vowels /X, P, u/. The set comprised all possible vowel and fricative permutations,
each repeated about 12 times in one breath. The phoneme /p/ is an easily
identifiable marker for segmentation and spectral analysis, and has been used in
previous fricative recordings by Shadle et al. (Shadle, 1992; Shadle & Carter, 1993).
The stress was placed according to language-specific phonological rules, and

subjects were instructed to keep it the same through all the repetitions. The subjects
were not always able either to produce the indicated stress pattern or to produce a
different pattern consistently, so there were some instances with equal stress in both
syllables, and with deleted vowels.

2.4. Corpus 3: Real words

Corpus 3 consisted of 154 words, each said within the frame sentence ‘‘Diga . . ., por
favor.’’, &/digP . . . puN &fPvoN/, which was used to record the words in the corpus in
a balanced phonetic context and with a neutral prosody. The words, listed in
Appendix A, were presented in randomized order.
The 154 words consist of eight words forming nearly minimal pairs with the

pattern =FV1FV2=; 54 words with the pattern =FV�= (fricative in initial position);
69 words with the pattern =�V1FV2�= (fricative in medial position); and 23 words
with the pattern =�VF= (fricative in final position).
The vowels in words with sequences =FV1FV2=, /FV/, =V1FV2= and /VF/ have

been divided into three groups according to their location in the vowel triangle: /i, X, e/
F group 1; /B, P, a/ F group 2; /L, o, u/ F group 3. Appendix A includes
examples with nearly all Portuguese nonnasal vowels preceding each of the
fricatives, followed by one vowel from each of the vowel groups. The vowel /X/ is
generally deleted in final position, as shown by Andrade (1994), so the resulting
allophone is not expected to influence the preceding fricative. Therefore, words such
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as ‘‘chefe’’ /&PBfX/, ‘‘ave’’ /avX/ and ‘‘asse’’ /&asX/, were used to ‘‘simulate’’ final
position contexts. As mentioned by Mateus & Andrade (2000), phonologically, only
/P/ can occur in final position, but phonetically any fricative can be found in word
final position as a consequence of deletion of unstressed vowels.

2.5. Corpus 4: Real words in connected speech

Corpus 4 consisted of a set of sentences including 60 words from Corpus 3 (see
Appendix B). Ten of the sentences are meaningful; two include word boundaries
within some of the phonetic sequences in Corpus 3, but are semantically nonsense.

3. Recording and preliminary analysis method

3.1. Recording

The subjects used in this study were two male (LMTJ and CFGA) and two female
(ACC and ISSS) adult Portuguese native speakers. Recordings were made in a
sound-treated room using a Bruel & Kjaer 4165 1/2 in microphone located 1m in
front of the subject’s mouth. The signal was preamplified (Bruel & Kjaer 2639), then
amplified and filtered by a Bruel & Kjaer 2636 measurement amplifier, with high-
pass cuton frequency of 22Hz and lowpass cutoff frequency of 22 kHz. A
laryngograph signal (Lx) was also collected using a laryngograph processor (model
LxProc, type PCLX produced by Laryngograph Ltd, U.K.). The acoustic speech
signal and Lx were recorded with a Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder, each with 16 bits
and a sampling frequency of 48 kHz.

3.2. Segmentation and annotation

The time waveforms of all the corpus words were manually analyzed to detect the
start of the vowel–fricative transition, the start and end of the fricative, and the end
of the fricative–vowel transition. During the vowel–fricative transition, there is a
decrease in amplitude, voicing ceases (for unvoiced fricatives) and frication noise
starts. During the fricative–vowel transition, there is an increase in amplitude,
voicing starts (for unvoiced fricatives) and frication noise ceases. These events do
not occur simultaneously or always in the same order, making the segmentation a
somewhat subjective process. However, it is important to segment consistently,
because the results of the analysis methods depend on where the boundaries are
placed (Docherty, 1992, pp. 103–110). The amplitude and voicing changes appear in
both acoustic and Lx signals, which aids the segmentation process.

3.3. Devoicing

While segmenting, we noticed a large number of devoiced examples. To study this
phenomenon further we devised a new criterion for devoicing based on both the
acoustic and laryngograph signals.
Smith (1997, p. 478) used a criterion for devoicing in American English based on

the amplitude of the electroglottograph (EGG) cycles:
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The fricative was considered to be voiced during the portion of its duration that the
amplitude of the EGG cycles exceeded one-tenth of the EGG cycle amplitude at the time
of maximum energy in the preceding vowel.

A study by Pirello, Blumstein & Kurowski (1997, p. 3756) used an alternative
measure of voicing based on the acoustic signal:

An amplitude difference greater than 10 dB between the amplitude of the vowel and
frication noise was classified as voiceless. A difference of less than or equal to 10 dB
sustained over 30ms was classified as voiced.

We used both the acoustic signal and the laryngograph signal to determine if a
fricative was devoiced. A fricative was called devoiced when less than one-third of
the frication interval showed periodic structure in the acoustic or laryngograph
signals. The term partially devoiced was used when more than one-third but less
than half of the frication interval contained steady acoustic and laryngograph signal
cycles. A fricative was called voiced when more than half of the frication interval
showed steady acoustic and laryngograph signal cycles, even if the amplitude was
much lower than in the vowel. If the laryngograph signal was clearly periodic, the
fricative was classified as voiced; if the laryngograph signal was zero or distorted,
the signal was classified as voiced only if the acoustic signal was unambiguously
periodic.

3.4. Spectral analysis

Stochastic signals require some form of averaging for their spectra to be both
consistent and low-error estimates of the underlying distribution (Bendat &
Piersol, 2000, p. 423–442). For a stationary signal, time-averaging can be used;
for nonstationary signals where an ensemble exists, ensemble-averaging can be
used; or a single spectrum can be smoothed, and the averaging achieved at the
expense of frequency resolution. We varied the method according to corpus. In
Corpus 2, where multiple tokens of the nonsense words existed, ensemble-averaging
was used; time-averaging was used elsewhere (Corpus 1a, 1b, 3 and 4), as shown
in Fig. 1. The duration of the windows (10ms both for time and ensemble-
averaging) was chosen so that a reasonable number of windows could be used
to cover adequately the wide range of fricative durations in the corpora (from
40 to 200ms). For the shorter fricatives the windows overlapped. We used nine
windows to calculate the averaged spectra, because observation of Corpus 2
indicated that there were always at least nine valid repetitions of the nonsense
words. This allowed us to compare the spectra of fricatives calculated from real
Portuguese words (Corpus 3 and 4) with the ensemble-averaged spectra of nonsense
words.
We used time-averaging with nine 10ms Hamming windows, one left-aligned to

the start of the fricative, one right-aligned to the end of the fricative, one centered at
the middle of the fricative, and the rest evenly distributed in between. This meant
that the amount of overlap varied according to fricative duration. The longest
fricatives (� 200ms) had zero overlap; the shortest (�40ms) had approximately
60% overlap, between successive windows. The time-averaged power spectrum for
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each fricative is given by

PT ð f Þ ¼
1

N

XN

i¼1

jXið f Þj
2 ð1Þ

where Xi is the DFT of a portion of the fricative signal, xi, corresponding to the ith
windowed segment.
We used the same time-averaging technique to calculate the spectra of sustained

fricatives in Corpus 1a and 1b, but since the sustained fricatives were so long, we
used N ¼ 100 windows (each 10ms long).
Ensemble averaging, based on one DFT computed at the same event in each of

nine tokens, was used for Corpus 2. The four speakers produced, on average, more
than 12 repetitions of each nonsense word. However, the first, last, and any atypical
tokens were eliminated, thus resulting in ensembles of nine tokens each. The 10ms
windows were located relative to events within one fricative: one left-aligned to the
start of the fricative, one centered mid-fricative, and one right-aligned to the end of
the fricative (see Fig. 1). The ensemble-averaged power spectrum of each fricative is
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given by

PEð f Þ ¼
1

9

X9

k¼1

jXkð f Þj
2 ð2Þ

where Xk is the DFT of a portion of the fricative signal, xk, corresponding to the
windowed segment (at the beginning, middle or end of the fricative) of the kth
token.

4. Parameterization of fricative spectra

The mechanical model results of Shadle (1985) were used to define parameters that
characterize the fricatives in the present study. These parameters have already been
developed as a potential tool for classifying fricatives using real speech (Shadle &
Mair, 1996). They consist of measures of spectral slope and of the dynamic range of
the spectrum, and are applied to the spectrum of the far-field acoustic signal.
The far-field acoustic signal is the result of the excitation of the vocal tract

transfer function by the source (for unvoiced) or sources (for voiced fricatives). The
transfer function consists of poles, which are the resonances of the entire vocal tract,
and zeros, which are antiresonances, related to the position of the source with
respect to the tract.
It can be shown (Shadle, 1985; Stevens, 1998) that a source located in an

intermediate position (i.e., not at the glottal end of the tract) always produces a zero
at low frequencies. In a typical fricative configuration, articulators form a small
constriction that separates the upstream back cavity from the downstream front
cavity. Noise is generated somewhere downstream of that constriction. A set of
antiresonances will be generated that nearly cancel back-cavity resonances. Front-
cavity resonances are not cancelled, however, and a set of antiresonances are
generated at frequencies related to the distance between noise source and
constriction. These antiresonances result in sharply-defined troughs in the spectrum
if the noise source is localized; if the source is distributed, the troughs will be
correspondingly smeared.
The spectral prominence of the uncancelled resonances will depend on a number

of factors: the particular ordering of resonances and antiresonances in the transfer
function as a whole, the losses (particularly radiation losses) and the noise source
strength. Above approximately 5 kHz nonplanar modes begin to propagate; the
cuton frequency is inversely proportional to the longest cross-dimension of the tract.
The radiation impedance decreases, and losses due to radiation thus decrease, above
that frequency.
The noise source spectrum depends on the shape of the constriction, the tract

downstream of it, and the flow velocity through it. This source spectrum has been
described as having a broad peak, with maximum amplitude at a frequency
proportional to the mean velocity through the constriction (Stevens, 1971). This is
the spectrum of turbulence noise generated by a free jet, and the parameters that
allow spectra for any jet diameter or velocity to be collapsed into a single curve
have been amply described in the literature (e.g., Goldstein, 1976). However, with
most fricatives the jet emerging from the constriction cannot freely expand, but
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impinges on the tract walls downstream, generating additional noise; at speech
dimensions and velocities, these sources of noise are generally of much higher
amplitude than the self-noise of the jet.
Nelson & Morfey (1981) investigated the noise generated by a spoiler in a duct.

These spectra likewise can be collapsed onto a single curve, but with an important
difference: the spectrum does not show a broad peak, but instead shows a
progressive decrease in amplitude as frequency increases. The source spectrum shape
was similar to that derived by Shadle (1990) for obstacle-source mechanical models,
which were shown to be good models for /s, P/ (Shadle, 1991).
Fig. 2 shows an idealized fricative noise source spectrum. If the tract geometry,

including constriction area, remains the same and flow velocity is increased, the
spectral envelope of the noise increases in amplitude at all frequencies, but more so
at higher frequencies (Shadle & Mair, 1996; Krane, 1999). A greater pressure drop
across the constriction ð�pcÞ results in a higher velocity through it, and thus an
increased source amplitude. For unvoiced fricatives, greater subglottal pressure
results in a greater �pc; for voiced fricatives, a pressure drop is required to drive the
vocal-fold oscillation, and thus the noise source in voiced fricatives is generally
weaker on average than in their unvoiced counterparts.
In a sustained fricative, the essentially static tract configuration produces static

source and filter characteristics. Increasing the effort level should closely
approximate altering the source while keeping the filter constant. For fricatives in
vowel context, however, the articulators move at least at the start and end of the
fricative, setting up filter and source characteristics simultaneously, and may move
during the fricative; for instance, the tongue constriction may be held while the lips
round in preparation for the following vowel. While we hope to capture the source
differences that occur during a fricative by using ensemble averaging at its
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the effect of increasing airflow velocity on
the noise source spectral envelope.
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beginning, middle and end, we must remember that the filter is changing during this
time as well. When we are forced to time-average through a fricative all of these
effects are averaged together.
In this study, we are primarily interested in describing the acoustic variation

caused by the context or the way in which a particular fricative is spoken, rather
than identifying the fricative regardless of its context. We are thus interested
primarily in changes in the source spectrum, since it offers clues to the source
variations across subject and place. We have devised parameters accordingly.
However, by restricting ourselves to the far-field acoustic spectrum, it is not always
possible to differentiate source and filter characteristics unambiguously.
The parameter F was defined as the frequency at which the spectral amplitude

was maximum, excluding the fundamental and its harmonics in voiced fricatives.
The expectation was that F would correspond to the frequency of the first front-
cavity resonance; it would thus shift with place significantly, and with rounded
vowel context somewhat. It would also provide an endpoint for the lines fit to
determine spectral slope. However, particularly for /f, v/, the values of F for the
subjects ranged widely, from 4.2 to 7.8 kHz. These differences were not interesting,
since the spectra were relatively flat. We therefore computed parameter �FF ; the
average (rounded to the nearest kHz) of the values of F of all sustained tokens
(Corpora 1a and 1b) for each place for all four speakers �FF=f ;v= ¼ 5 kHz,
�FF=s;z= ¼ 6 kHz and �FF=P;W= ¼ 4 kHz: In Fig. 3, F differs from �FF ; but the spectral
Figure 3. Dynamic amplitude Ad , and regression lines used to calculate
low-frequency (500Hz to �FF kHz) slope S0

p (dashed line) and high-frequency
( �FF kHz to 20 kHz) slope Sp (solid line). Sustained fricative /P/ (Corpus 1a)
produced by Speaker ISSS.
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slopes resulting appear to characterize the spectral shape fairly, and are computed
using the same frequency range (and number of points) for all subjects.

By using �FF we are ignoring changes in the spectral shape with vowel context. In
Corpus 1a, in a majority of cases the rounded-vowel context had the lowest F ; as
expected, but this was not consistent either within subject for a given fricative, or
across fricatives.
The dynamic amplitude, Ad ; is the difference between the maximum amplitude

value of the averaged power spectrum occurring between 500Hz (lower limit set so
that neither room noise, nor the peaks corresponding to the fundamental fre-
quency and its first few harmonics, are used in the calculation of Ad) and 20 kHz,
and the minimum amplitude between 0 and 2 kHz. Two linear regression lines
are fit to the spectrum; S0

p is the slope of the line fit to all the spectral amplitude
points from 500Hz to �FF (shown in Fig. 3 as a dashed line), and Sp is the slope
of the line fit to all the points from �FF to 20 kHz (solid line). This frequency
range allowed us to capture relevant variations in the slope of the spectrum which
was not possible in previous studies such as the one by Badin, Shadle, Ngoc,
Carter, Chiu, Scully, & Stromberg (1994), in which spectral tilts were measured only
up to 5 kHz.
Given these definitions, and what is known about parameter and articulatory

behavior, we can make the following predictions. The parameter Ad should be
maximized for a localized source, and for higher relative noise source strength, as in
sibilants and unvoiced fricatives. Ad may not be very large for the fricatives /f, v/.
The parameter Sp should be related to the source strength. Although the resonance
peaks will affect the line fit, they should affect the fit in the same way for within-
fricative comparisons. Thus, for a given fricative where the transfer function is
assumed to vary only slightly from token to token, Sp should increase, i.e., become
less negative, as flow velocity through the constriction increases.
Effort level and syllable stress should be correlated with increased flow velocity;

the velocity should also be at a maximum mid-fricative, when constriction area is
the smallest and pressure across the constriction the highest (Shadle & Scully, 1995;
Scully, Georges & Castelli, 1992). The behavior of parameter S0

p should be similar to
that of Ad ; but unlike Ad ; S0

p should interact with F : For a fricative with a localized
source and posterior place, S0

p will be the largest. Within a fricative, increased S0
p

should be correlated with either a more posterior place or greater source strength,
because a more posterior place (or rounding) lowers F and a greater source strength
increases the amplitude of the peak at F : Table I summarizes the predicted effects
on parameters.

5. Results

5.1. Devoicing

Overall results from the analysis of devoicing in Corpora 2, 3 and 4 show that more
than 50% of the voiced fricatives devoice (see Fig. 4) for all speakers, except ACC,
who has a very low percentage of devoiced tokens in Corpus 2. There is more final
devoicing in Corpus 3 than in Corpus 4 (see Fig. 5), but the real words of Corpus 4
do exhibit more than 50% total devoicing for all subjects. Devoicing rate differs



TABLE I. Predicted effects on parameters, considering the effects of one phonetic class at a
time. A higher source strength is produced by higher volume velocity for the same
constriction area Ac; or a constant volume velocity for a smaller Ac. The net result is a higher
particle velocity in the constriction. For rounded vowel contexts the lips form a second
constriction and so the first constriction (that intrinsic to the fricative) generates a noise
source with lower strength (Shadle & Scully, 1995)

Phonetic class Aeroacoustic effects Predictions

Sibilants (relative to nonsibilants) Localized source;
Higher source strength

Ad and S0
p higher;

Sp lower
Posterior place (relative to more
anterior place)

Longer front cavity F lower; S0
p higher;

Ad and Sp same
Unvoiced Higher source strength Ad , Sp and S0

p higher

Voiced Lower source strength Ad , Sp and S0
p lower

Loud effort level
(relative to medium and soft)

Higher source strength Ad , Sp and S0
p higher

Middle of fricative
(relative to beginning and end)

Higher source strength Ad , Sp and S0
p higher

Stressed syllable
(relative to unstressed syllable)

Higher source strength Ad , Sp and S0
p higher

Medial word position
(relative to initial and final)

Higher source strength Ad , Sp and S0
p higher

Rounded vowel context
(relative to unrounded)

Longer front cavity;
possibly lower source
strength

F lower; Ad same;
Sp lower; S

0
p higher

Male subjects Longer front cavity F lower; Ad same;
Sp lower; S

0
p higher

Female subjects Shorter front cavity F higher; Ad same;
Sp higher; S

0
p lower
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among the three fricatives, and among Corpora 2, 3 and 4, but no consistent pattern
could be detected.
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of devoicing as a function of position within a word,

and relates it to syllable stress. There is a significant increase in devoiced examples
from word-initial, through word-medial to word-final positions, for Corpus 3
fricatives. Although we might expect that voicing contrast weakens in unstressed
syllables and, thus, unstressed fricatives would devoice disproportionately, the
opposite appears to be the case. Our totals for all fricatives of Corpora 3 and 4, all
subjects, are: /v/�48.4% (147 out of 304) devoiced and 12.2% (37 out of 304)
partially devoiced; /z/ � 76.5% (166 out of 217) devoiced and 12% (26 out of 217)
partially devoiced; /W/ � 77.7% (181 out of 233) devoiced and 12.9% (30 out of
233) partially devoiced.
These results can be compared to those of Smith (1997) and Pirello et al. (1997)

for American English. Smith (1997) studied only /z/ in a range of contexts and
measured 47% devoiced and 36% partially devoiced. Pirello et al. (1997) studied
/v, z/ in nonsense words (fricatives in initial and stressed position) and measured,
respectively, 5%, 20% devoiced, and 35%, 40% partially devoiced. The comparable
figures for initial stressed /v, z/ in Corpora 3 and 4 are 32%, 55% devoiced and
16%, 23% partially devoiced. It thus appears that there is more devoicing in
Portuguese than in American English.
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Other factors that might be correlated with devoicing were investigated using
Corpora 3 and 4 for two of the subjects, LMTJ and ACC. First, there is no
consistent pattern between duration of the fricatives /v, z, W/ and percentage of
devoicing. Second, there seems to be no particular vowel context that is primarily
associated with devoicing. We note that the speakers all produced a large number of
repeated tokens of nonsense words in one breath (more than 12 tokens). This high
rate of speech (compared with previous recordings of similar corpora by French,
American English and German speakers) could be one of the reasons why there are
so many devoiced examples.

5.2. Parameterization of spectra

Fig. 6 shows average regression line fits (from �FF to 20 kHz) to the spectra of the
sustained fricatives in Corpus 1b for Subject ISSS. Each graph corresponds to a
single place, and shows lines for three effort levels, voiced and unvoiced. Clearly,
each place has a different ‘‘family’’ of nearly-parallel lines; higher effort level
increases amplitude significantly and slope slightly, as predicted. For all subjects, the
families of lines for the voiced and unvoiced fricatives always overlap, with the
voiced cases mostly lower in amplitude and occupying a smaller range of amplitudes
than the unvoiced cases. The results were similar for the other subjects.
In a plot of Ad by fricative, as shown in Fig. 7 for one subject, /s, z, P, W/ have

higher Ad than /f, v/ as predicted. This holds for Corpora 1a and 1b for all subjects.
Ad also tends to be lower for voiced fricatives than for their unvoiced counterparts,
but this is less consistent across subject.
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Slope ðSpÞ generally increases with increased effort level, though this pattern is
much more consistent for unvoiced fricatives. This is consistent with results in
Shadle & Mair (1996) and the predictions in Table I.
The predictions made for Ad and Sp in Section 4 are shown in the schematic

diagram of Fig. 8. This expected clustering of sibilants separately from /f, v/ is
borne out by the results for all subjects, as shown in Fig. 9. Within the clusters, the
expected relation of voiced and voiceless sibilants occurred, but was not as predicted
for /f, v/.
As shown in Fig. 10, we predict that on an S0

p vs. Sp plot each place will cluster
separately, with voiced tokens having lower S0

p but similar Sp relative to their
unvoiced counterparts. Fig. 11 shows S0

p vs. Sp values plotted for Corpus 1a. For all
speakers except ACC, both predictions were borne out. For ACC the voicing
relationship was maintained, but /s, z/ tokens fell in between the /P/ and /W/ tokens.
In Fig. 12, Ad and Sp are plotted vs. location of the analysis window within the

fricative (i.e., beginning, middle, or end) for Corpus 2. For /f, v/ there is no
consistent pattern; results in Shadle, Tiede, Masaki, Shimada & Fujimoto (1996)
indicate that for these the vowel context may play more of a role. As for the
sustained fricatives, Ad separates sibilants from /f, v/. Ad is higher on average at the
middle of the fricative than at the beginning and end for /s, z, P, W/, as predicted. Sp
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Figure 7. Dynamic amplitude of fricatives from Corpus 1a. Speaker LMTJ.
Number of tokens per fricative: /f/ – 3; /v/ – 4; /s/ – 5; /z/ – 6; /P/ – 5;
/W/ – 6.

Ad
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Figure 8. Predicted Ad vs. Sp relations for the fricatives.
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tends to be lower for the sibilants than for /f, v/, but has no consistent trend with
regard to location of the analysis window within the fricative.
Comparisons of stressed and unstressed fricatives indicate little or no change in

Ad and Sp; as shown in Fig. 12 for Corpus 2 fricatives, which is not as predicted.
We expected stress to act as increased effort level does, as in, for example, Fig. 6;
that is, we expected both Ad and Sp to be higher in stressed than in unstressed
syllables. However, it is clear that syllable stress does not affect fricatives in context
the way effort level affects sustained fricatives.



Figure 9. Ad vs. Sp for Corpus 1a (sustained fricatives), by subject. 	 – /f/,
? – /v/, * – /s/, ^ – /z/, 
 – /P/ and & – /W/ . Three different vowel
contexts were used with each fricative.
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Analysis of Corpus 2 fricatives, which occur in rounded and unrounded vowel
context, showed no consistent effect of rounding on the values of Ad and Sp. It is
possible that F ; if measured for this corpus, would show an effect, but the results
from Corpus 1a indicate it unlikely to be a strong or significant one.
We were also interested in the following questions:

K Does stress affect Ad or Sp noticeably?
K Does the overall amplitude of the spectrum of a fricative vary noticeably with

stress?

To answer these questions we superimposed the ensemble-averaged spectra
computed at the middle of all examples of each fricative in Corpus 2 (Speaker
LMTJ). The overall amplitude of stressed and unstressed fricatives is the same. The
only significant difference seems to be the amplitude of the fundamental frequency
component of voiced fricatives, which is 10–15 dB higher for stressed than for
unstressed examples. It thus appears that stress results in a stronger voicing source,
but does not affect the fricative noise source.



Figure 10. Predicted S0
p vs. Sp relations for the fricatives.
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On �FF vs. S0
p vs. Sp graphs the fricatives in real words (Corpus 4), produced by all

four speakers, cluster by place (see Fig. 13). Similar results hold for Corpus 3, or
when using Ad instead of S0

p. Of course,
�FF is not an independent parameter, but

given the large number of tokens, using �FF as in Fig. 13 allows us to check for other
relationships more easily. Unlike in Corpus 1a, there is no clear relationship between
voiced and unvoiced versions of the same place.
There does not seem to be any correlation between fricative duration, amount of

devoicing, and the values of Ad and Sp. We also studied the relationships between
the values of Ad ; Sp; and duration, and various other contextual factors (stressed/
unstressed syllables; word-initial/medial/final fricatives; voiced/partially-devoiced/
devoiced fricatives), but without identifying any significant trends.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this study, we have designed fricative corpora with contents ranging from
sustained fricatives to nonsense words following Portuguese phonological rules to
real Portuguese words, and recorded and analyzed four native speakers of European
Portuguese. Our principal findings are as follows.
Devoicing occurs more often in word-final than word-initial position, but is

unrelated to a particular vowel context. Devoicing rate by fricative differs between
Corpora 2 and 3, but it is generally very high, especially when compared with
studies of other languages. It appears that this is an important characteristic of
European Portuguese, which would have to be incorporated in any production
model to obtain more natural-sounding synthetic speech.



Figure 11. S0
p vs. Sp for Corpus 1a (sustained fricatives), by subject. 	 – /f/,

? – /v/, * – /s/, ^ – /z/, 
 – /P/ and \& – /W/.
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The parameters spectral slope, frequency of maximum amplitude, and dynamic
amplitude were developed to characterize fricative spectra, and applied to the
recorded corpora. The parameters behaved as predicted for changes in effort level,
voicing and location within the fricative. Some combinations were also useful for
separating the fricatives by place or by sibilance.
The parameters capture source-related changes for the most part as predicted; for

the sustained fricatives, they also separate fricatives by place. However, for the
nonsense words of Corpus 2, comparisons of stressed and unstressed fricatives
indicate little or no change in Ad and Sp. Since this pattern occurs also in real words
of Corpus 3, this may be a characteristic of Portuguese; the effect on a fricative of
syllable stress is not the same as that of increased effort level.
A combination of parameters Ad and Sp was also useful for separating the

fricatives by sibilance, and a combination of parameters Sp and S0
p separated the

fricatives both by place and sibilance.
Results from the four subjects seem, for the most part, to be consistent.

Therefore, it is possible that these parameters are capturing aspects of Portuguese
that differ from English or French fricatives. The quantified spectral characteristics



Figure 12. Dynamic amplitude and spectral slope of fricatives from Corpus 2,
at the Beginning (B), Middle (M) and End (E) of the fricative. Fricatives in
stressed syllables (solid line) and unstressed syllables (dashed line).
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Figure 13. �FF vs. S0
p vs. Sp, Corpus 4, by subject. 	 – /f/, ? – /v/, * – /s/,

^ – /z/, 
 – /P/ and & – /W/.
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of Portuguese fricatives can be related to specific properties of the transfer function
and source spectrum during the production of these sounds. Implications for
modelling Portuguese fricatives, and fricative production mechanisms, will be
considered in the future.
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Appendix A

Corpus 3 uses the real words listed here. They are presented here according to
position of the fricative within the word.

Portuguese words with fricatives /f, v, s, z, P, W/ in initial and medial position (nearly minimal
pairs):

fofaF/&fofP/FEnglish definition: soft.
viverF/vi&veN/Fto live.
vivaF/&vivP/Fhurrah!, live (imperative), bless you.
cessaF/&sBsP/Fceases (verb form).
ZézéF/&zBzB/F(diminutive of Joseph ¼ Joe).
chochaF/&PoPP/Fspineless, insipid, empty.
bochechaF/bu&PePP/Fcheek.
GigiF/Wi&Wi/F(diminutive of a woman’s first name).

Portuguese words with fricatives in initial position:
figoF/&figu/Ffig.
ferirF/fX&NiN/Fto hurt, to injure.
febraF/&febNP/Fa joint of pork.
ferroF/&fBRu/Firon.
falirF/fP&liN/Fto go bankrupt.
falaF/&falP/Fspeech.
focoF/&fLku/Ftorch.
fogoF/&fogu/Ffire.
furarF/fu&NaN/Fto drill.
vilaF/&vilP/Fsmall town.
vermelhoF/vXN&mPhu/Fred.
verF/veN/Fto see.
véuF/&vBw/Fveil.
veiaF/&vPjP/Fvein.
vacaF/&vakP/Fcow.
voltaF/&vLltP/Fgo/come back! (imperative), turn.
vooF/vow/Fflight.
vogarF/&vugaN/Fto row, to float.
sı́tioF/&sitju/Fplace.
secarF/X&kaN/Fto dry.
sedeF/&sedX/Fthirst.
setaF/&sBtP/Farrow.
saberF/sP&beN/Fknowledge, to know.
salaF/&salP/Froom, suite.
sóF/sL/Falone, lonely, only.
sopaF/&sopP/Fsoup.
subirF/su&biN/Fto climb, to mount, to rise.
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ZitaF/&zitP/F(woman’s name, diminutive of a woman’s name).
zelarF/&zXlaN/Fto watch over, to pay great attention to.
zeloF/&zelu/Fzeal.
ZéF/zB/F(diminutive of José ¼ Joseph).
zarparF/zPN&paN/Fto escape, to run away, to lift anchor.
ZaireF/&zajNX/F(proper noun).
ZópiroF/&zLpiNu/F(proper noun).
zonaF/&zonP/Fzone.
zurrarF/zu&RaN/Fto bray.
chicoteF/Pi&kLtX/Fwhip.
chegarF/PX&gaN/Fto arrive.
chetaF/&PetP/F‘‘não ter cheta’’ - ‘‘to be penniless’’.
chequeF/&PBkX/Fcheque.
chamarF/PP&maN/Fto call.
cháF/Pa/Ftea.
chocaF/&PLkP/Fbrooding (feminine), shocks (verb form).
chocoF/&Poku/Fbrooding (masculine), cuttle fish.
chorarF/Pu&NaN/Fto cry.
girarF/Wi&NaN/Fto spin.
geladoF/WX&ladu/Fice cream.
geloF/&Welu/Fice.
germeF/&WBNmX/Fgerm.
jaquetaF/WP&ketP/Fshort jacket.
jactoF/&Watu/Fjet.
jóiaF/&WLjP/Fjewel.
jogoF/&Wogu/Fgame.
judeuF/Wu&dew/FJew.

Portuguese words with fricatives in medial position:
efectuarF/i&fBtwaN/Fto accomplish.
benefı́cioF/bXnX& f isju/Fbenefit.
trefoF/&tNefu/Fcunning, astute.
benéficoF/bX&nBfiku/Fbeneficial.
afiarF/Pfi&aN/Fto sharpen.
caféF/kP&fB/Fcoffee.
garrafaF/gP&RafP/Fbottle.
bafoF/&bafu/Fbreath.
galhofaF/gP&hLfP/Famusement, frolic.
mofoF/&mofu/Fmould.
bufaF/&bufP/Fto blow (verb form).
altivoF/al&tivu/Fhaughty, arrogant.
deverF/dX&veN/Fduty, to owe.
levarF/lX&vaN/Fto take.
relevoF/RX&levu/Frelief.
levaF/&lBvP/Ftakes (verb form).
avóF/P&vL/Fgrandmother.
cavaF/&kavP/Fdigs (verb form).
bravoF/&bNavu/Fbrave, wild.
novaF/&nLvP/Fnew.
ovelhaF/o&vPhP/Fsheep.
moverF/mu&veN/Fto move.
uvaF/&uvP/Fgrape.
içaF/&isP/Flifts (verb form).
ressacaF/RX&sakP/Fhangover.
condessaF/kõ&desP/Fcountess.
pêssegoF/&pesXgu/Fpeach.
aquecerF/PkB&seN/Fto heat.
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passearF/pP&sjaN/Fto walk, to go for a walk.
assarF/P&saN/Fto roast.
caçaF/&kasP/Fhunting (verb form), game.
possaF/&pLsP/Fcan (verb form).
moçaF/&mosP/Fgirl.
possı́velF/pu& s ivBl/Fpossible.
exactoF/i&zatu/Fexact.
mesinhaF/mX&zi P/Fsmall table.
belezaF/bX&lezP/Fbeauty.
pesoF/&pezu/Fweight.
mezinhaF/mB&zi P/Ftraditional medicine.
BrasilF/bNP&zil/F(proper noun).
azarF/turna&zaN]Fbad luck.
azulF/P&zul/Fblue.
mazinhaF/ma&zi P/Fpest, bad girl/woman.
asaF/&azP/Fwing.
rosaF/&NLzP/Frose.
amorosoF/Pmu&Nozu/Famorous, sweet.
acusarF/Pku&zaN/Fto accuse.
bichaF/&biPP/Fqueue.
bexigaF/bX&PigP/Fbladder.
esteF/&ePtX/Fthis one.
mecheF/&mBPX/Ftouches (verb form).
acharF/P&PaN/Fto find, to think.
bolachaF/bu&laPP/Fbiscuit.
tachoF/&taPu/Fpot, pan.
tochaF/&tLPP/Ftorch.
mochoF/&moPu/Fowl.
capuchoF/kP&puPu/Fhood.
originarF/oNiWi&naN/Fto originate, to generate.
tijoloF/ti&Wolu/Fbrick.
arejarF/PNX&WaN/Fto ventilate.
pejoF/&peWu/Fmodesty.
BejaF/&bBWP/F(proper noun).
agirF/P&WiN/Fto act.
cajadoF/kP&Wadu/Fcrook.
ajudarF/P&WudaN/Fto help.
hajaF/&aWP/Fthere is (verb form).
alojaF/P&lLWP/Flodges (verb form).
tojoF/&toWu/Fgorse.
tugirF/tu&WiN/Fto speak low.

Portuguese words with fricative /P/ in final position:
dizF/diP/Fsays (verb form), tell me (imperative).
maresF/&maNXP/Fseas.
mêsF/&meP/Fmonth.
pésF/pBP/Ffeet.
perdasF/&pBNdPP/Flosses.
capazF/kP&paP/Fcapable.
pósF/pLP/Fpowders.
pôsF/poP/Fput (verb form).
dosF/&duP/Fof (the).

Portuguese words with fricatives /f, v, s, z, W/ in ‘‘simulated’’ final position:
chefeF/&PBfX/Fchief.
FafeF/&fafX/F(proper noun).
teveF/&tevX/Fhad (verb form).
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Appendix B

Corpus 4 sentences, listed in this appendix, were constructed using about half of the
words from Corpus 3 (see Appendix A), with sentences 1–10 making some sense in
Portuguese. Sentences 11 and 12 were devised to reproduce some of the vocalic
contexts used for Corpus 3 across word boundaries (this is signaled in the phonetic
transcription by boxes), but they make no sense.

1. ‘‘A Gigi é uma chocha e age em benefı́cio da avó doce.’’
/P Wi&Wi B &umP &PoPP i &aWX P~;~ bXnX&fisju dP P&vL &dosX/
(Gigi is spineless and acts for the benefit of the sweet grandmother.)

2. ‘‘A vaca foge do gelo na zona.’’
/P &vakP &fLWX du &Welu nP &zonP/
(The cow runs from the ice in the zone.)

3. ‘‘A ave, no voo a subir, move a asa para zarpar da seta.’’
/P &avX nu vow P su&bir &mLvX P &azP &pPrP zPr&par dP &sBtP/
(The bird, in a rising flight, moves his wing to escape from the arrow.)

4. ‘‘O chefe altivo fala à rosa de sede de beleza.’’
/u &PBfX al&tivu &falP a &rLzP dX &sedX dX bX&lezP/
(The haughty chief speaks to the rose about thirst and beauty.)

5. ‘‘Quero chorar hoje, arejar o sı́tio e vogar.’’
/&kBru Pu&rar &oWX PrX&War u &sitju i &vugar/
(I want to cry today, air the place out and float.)

6. ‘‘O bravo do Zé quer ajudar o judeu só.’’
/u &bravu du zB kBr P&Wudar u Wu&dew sL/
(Brave Zé wants to help the lonely Jew.)

7. ‘‘O café cura a ressaca ao chegar da caça.’’
/u kP&fB kurP P RX&sakP aw PX&gar dP &kasP/
(Coffee cures a hangover when you arrive from hunting.)

8. ‘‘Ver a mesinha nova de volta à sala, é benéfico para o modo de viver dos
doze.’’
/ver P mX&zi P &nLvP dX &vLltP a &salP B bX&nBfiku &pPrP u &mLdu dX vi&ver duP
&dozX/
(It is beneficial for the way of living of the twelve, to see the new table back in
the room.)

9. ‘‘Furar uma jóia choca a condessa Zita.’’
/fu&rar umP &WLjP &PLkP P kõ&desP &zitP/
(To drill a jewel shocks Countess Zita.)

leveF/&lBvX/Flight.
aveF/&avX/Fbird.
moveF/&mLvX/Fmoves (verb form).
partisseF/paN&tisX/Fleft (verb form).
batesseF/bP&tesX/Fhit (verb form).
asseF/&asX/Froast (verb form).
posseF/&pLsX/Fpossession.
doceF/&dosX/Fsweet.
dozeF/&dozX/Ftwelve.
ageF/&aWX/Facts (verb form).
hojeF/&oWX/Ftoday.
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10. ‘‘O vermelho do fogo e o azul dos mares do Brasil.’’
/u vXr&mPhu du &fogu i u P&zul duP &marXP du brP&zil/
(The red of fire and the blue of the sea of Brazil.)

11. ‘‘A chá no sı́tio é possı́vel achar.’’
/P Pa n u&si tju B p u&si vBl P&Pa r/
(Tea in the place is possible to find.)

12. ‘‘Cava sala meche ver o dever de assar.’’
/&kav P &sa lP &mBP X ver u d X&ver dX P&sa r/
(Dig room touches see the duty to roast.)
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